AGENDA

Kerckhoff Hall 417

November 19, 2013

7:00 PM

PRESENT: John Joanino, Avi Oved, Maryssa Hall, Omar Arce, Sam Haws, Darren Ramalho, Lauren Rogers, Armen Hadjianoukian, Savannah Badalich, Jessica Kim, Jessica Trumble, Lizzy Naameh, Sunny Singh, Cynthia Jasso, Patty Zimmerman, Laureen Lazarovici, Dr. Berky Nelson, Dr. Debra Geller, Danielle Dimacali

ABSENT:

I. Call to Order
- Joanino calls to order at 7:02 pm.

A. Signing of the Attendance Sheet

II. Approval of the Agenda
- Ramalho strikes ARF funding. Hall seconds.
- Trumble strikes cultural affairs mini fund. Badalich seconds.
- Hall strikes travel and advocacy grant. Trumble seconds.
- Badalich strikes Student Wellness fund. Arce seconds.
- Ramalho seconds. Trumble seconds.
- Ramalho moves to approve the agenda as amended. Badalich seconds.
12-0-0 the agenda is approved as amended.

III. Approval of the Minutes from October 22, 2013
- Naameh moves to approve the minutes. Ramalho seconds.
12-0-0 the minutes are approved.

IV. Public Comments
- Jaime from UCLA Recreation
- She publicizes a 5k free run against USC and passes around fliers. They are raising money and awareness for the world special olympic’s game that are happening in Los Angeles in
2015. They are asking people to come run and for volunteers. They are looking for 30,000 volunteers. As of an hour ago, USC has 30 more runners than UCLA. They are offering a free bus to transfer and invites people to register and her email is jandersen@recreation.ucla.edu.
-Joanino encourages people to send this to the staff.

Taylor Bazley
-Sunday started the Blue and Gold challenge that is set by the parents donor and alumni donor that offered to give $100,000 if they can raise 3,000 donations of any amount. They will conclude and show the results at the UCLA game. They are trying to get students to donate. Students make up no small part of this goal. They are really going to need everyones help, and asks anyone to make a contribution. If you give $100 it puts you in the student chancellor circle. He will post on the USAC facebook group. It ends at the USC football game.

-The stipend increase during the summer months was problematic and he is here today to voice dissent for the increase of USAC council member stipends and he warned of consequences such as the loss of public favor. Students are still pissed about this if you haven't caught on yet. USAC council wanted to show their strength and commitment by refusing to budge and reconsider the stipend increase. That is a foolish mistake. If you want to have a good will of students and work on campaigns, and you really do mean will. They are breeding bad blood. Don’t think about all the words, but think about taking the action of voicing my discontent and expressing these negative options. You have really killed the heart, with the exception of Avi Oved, with trying to line their own pockets. You have lost the trust. The worst thing was that you sold us out for so little, thats like a sting on the wound at the beach. As a personal message to the USAC council members, if you entertain the message of saving the world or fighting for social justice, no one really is going to pay attention to what you say in some Daily Bruin article but they’ll remember what you do.

Justine Pascual, SP President
-Justine talks about Typhoon Haiyan that affected the Philippines and extends the invitation to show support through the donation inboxes and their typhoon relief benefit show in Covel from 6-8. She encourages people to go. She proposes that UCSB government promised to match the funds that UCSB students have made and encourages UCLA to do the same.

V. Special Presentations

VI. Appointments

A. Student Advocate- Taylor Bazley
-Oved states that with consent items it’s differently and it was a 3-0-0 vote by ARC to move forward. One recommendation is to cut down number of organizations because he is cut too thin.
-Trumble asks for a little background of student advocate.
Joanino states that the student advocate position is a presidential appointment, not an elected position. It is meant to move forward of grievances such as academic dishonesty, conduct, kind of like a landlord. He thought Bazley had a refreshing position and with the work that he has done, he has experience in developing his own brand and office and is excited to see where he takes it.

Singh asks if the student advocate will play role in sexual assault cases and the hearings that happen.

Joanino states that to his knowledge that he doesn’t have a position on student conduct council, but it is a place where students can bring forward to concerns.

Geller states that the student advocate can serve as an advocate for students who have been misconducted and could assist them through the process for support and for the accused. This is primarily for academic misconduct.

Badalich states that she was the one who gave the recommendation because he had two pages full of his involvements.

Jasso states that last year what David did with Jonathan Waxer and made it that student advocate was training other student advocates to a certain extent. He is so involved, and thinking of other ways would for that support.

Joanino states that there is a lot of caseload work and this position can take a lot of development to get students to be able to utilize that position and hopefully Bazley can do a great job.

Bazley has been appointed to student advocate.

VII. Officer and Member Reports

A. President

Joanino states his office is working closely with the Typhoon Relief Drive and raised $800 so far. The typhoon relief benefit show at Covel on Friday from 5-8 and they got the space for free. Tomorrow there will be a campus wide email regarding the typhoon relief effort for NAFCOM. They will bring up the idea of ASUCLA matching the funds and asking to see if they will be able to since UCSB has voted to match up to $25,000 which is a really great show of humanitarian support. Council of Presidents met this weekend and UCLA was selected as the second campus to be audited for Title IX. They are trying to make this a more statewide effort to present recommendations on how to approve student code of conduct.

B. Internal Vice President

Oved states that the Campus Safety Alliance is convening this Friday for the first time in two years at 9 AM. Oved attended the funding study group that came for the first time yesterday and talked about initiatives they want to pursue, such as looking to consolidate UC funding to a common application. They also brought up the idea an amendment to the USAC bylaws in terms of the stipend issue and it was a proper space. They just had the constitutional review committee and just passed amendments to the student outreach and will be brought to council next week to approve. Their office is hosting a townhall from Dec 2 to talk about USAC bylaws and talk about issues from USAC bylaws, stemming from the stipend increase and face that issue with the language and will be a safe space. He encourages everyone to come for the opportunity to talk to students. Finally, for those on ARC please respond to the rest of the appointments.

Naameh asks where the townhall will be.
-Oved states Kerkhoff 417. It doesn’t necessarily have to be an IVP office, it can be a USAC office. If anyone is interested they can join.
-Joanino stated that if they could find a bigger room it would be great since this room is inaccessible.

C. External Vice President
-Hall states that SOCC was this weekend! Hall states it was awesome and over 1300 people were here and over 250 high school students and community students. It was a really amazing experience and thanks for everyone who attended and volunteers as well as hosting workshops. The action was also super amazing as they took over Westwood with over 1000 students marching. It was a really amazing and empowering experience. Hall states that this week there’s a statewide week of action for IGNITE. Hall passes out pamphlets, brochures, and stickers. This is a statewide campaign and their goal is 2,000 postcards. There was an event earlier this evening that was a simulation of the school to prison pipeline. They coprogrammed with CPOSA and the Social Justice Caucus. Thursday they are going to have a movie screening about higher education and the prison industrial complex. On Friday they are going to have lobby visits, and if anyone is interested she invites everyone to email her. Also, UCSA met this weekend and UCLA has been chosen to be audited. It’s predicted that there will be a tuition fee freeze from 2013-2014 and hopefully 2014-2015. We should not be complacent to not finding alternatives of increasing. The EVP office continues to work on alternate funding sources to mitigate that in the future. Napolitano is looking for different sorts of funding to make sure that tuition is stable. Tomorrow there is a strike with the ASFME workers and UFW to protest the implementation of unfair contracts. The EVP office will be supporting them for the efforts, and those on the hill know about the strikes. All the workers are super integral to daily lives, and students are working in solidarity because they ensure that our lives are the best. They were also a huge support for us in Prop 30. We struggle in solidarity. She encourages everyone to support the workers, and they will culminate at noon at the bruin bear. Finally, UCSA Board of Directors Meeting is this weekend at UC Riverside.
-Singh asks if the EVP office has a role in the TA strike tomorrow.
-Hall states that TA’s are striking in solidarity with ASFME.
-Hall encourages everyone to sign the postcards.

D. Academic Affairs Commissioner
-Ramalho states that AAC has a lot going on tomorrow. The first is Council Connect from 11-1 in Kerkhoff Grand Salon just to ensure that students have access to the help they need. Tomorrow night the first of AAC transfer workshop series focusing on enrollment will be in Humanities A46 on 7pm, especially with the new myUCLA. It’s not just for transfer students, but everyone is welcome. Some kind of dessert will be provided. Their online education survey has been created and will meet with Frank Watta and the UCLA Registrar’s office to get feedback on the survey and will be distributed winter quarter. There is a meeting on Thursday with ASU and Dr. Sawyer to talk about the African American Studies Program becoming a department.
-Hall asks if there is any opposition to the departmentalization
-Ramalho states that as of right now, there hasn’t been any dissent.
E. Student Wellness Commission
-Badalich thanks Hall for allowing 7000 in Solidarity to be at SOCC regarding Title IX rights. Two students from UCSB and UCSD have approached her already. Badalich thanks Oved for doing Caretraining instead of having an office meeting to get his staff trained. CARE is super flexible with working with people’s schedules. Badalich states that UCLA will be audited so sexual assault policies are in compliance with Title IX. In conjunction with that, 7000 in solidarity there is a URL for a googleform seeking survivor stories and have the option to submit it. Only Badalich and her campaign manager has access and both of them are survivors. They will not talk about information they say unless they explicitly give us consent, they don’t have to give them their name. So far, they received five stories. The last story was really great because she said she was trained from her sorrority on what to do, but unfortunately that is not the status quo. If they can, she encourages everyone to share that link. The 7000 Rising Art Gallery in Week 10 from December 3rd 5-7 where they will have a screening of No Lies filmed by a UCLA film student. It’s a mockumentary and talks about her mishandling from UCPD, which is reminiscent of survivor stories. The gallery will be papered with all of the 7000 in solidarity pledge cards. Lastly, sexual assault policy for UCOP and asks council members to look at the googledoc and submit anything before November 22nd. The student voice single response will be considered for UCOP’s.

F. Community Service Commissioner
-Arce states they finished the ServeLA initiative. For Day of Service they sent about 400 students to different LA projects and volunteer various locations. He thanks Haws for attending. They still haven’t gotten all the impact reports, but they made 2500 hygiene kits, food bags were bagged, and helped build 10 community gardens. They had awareness and education week. On Tuesday they focused on homelessness, and voicing the opinions of homeless through spoken word, and it was excellent. On Wednesday there was a bookmark drive and made 150 bookmarks to inspire reading and literacy. Thursday, they assembled kits for the homeless and distributed 220 homeless kits, and Brett Hudley showed up. On Friday they had pet advocacy, and they brought 3 puppies to Kerkhoff Lawn to ServeLA. Week 6 they met with Eric Shaw former Facilities Commissioner to homelessness conference and brought the chief of staff from majors office from Salt Lake City and the chief police. It was a 35 minute Q&A about what CSC does. He had a conference call from the Impact Conference, the largest community service conference. They will present next year and have 4-5 workshops. Universities usually have one, but we are going big. The Student Risk Education Committee is looking to get a livescan machine to get fingerprinted and department of justice. They are going to get that and hosted at the CPO to be cheaper. Funding for student risk management tends to get really complicated. Thanks to John, there is another 5,000 from Chancellor Block for the scholarship. Also, thanks to Ramalho they met with AAC and talked about a CSC class to take a class and reflect on what they do. They are going to bring ACOF to general meeting to create more affordable housing in LA. They basically came to one of their directors and wanted to establish a project by student leaders at UCLA for students who will make a difference in their housing facilities. They are finishing up getting the John Sarvey award. He encourages everyone to apply for ASB! Alternative Spring Break that has various locations with super affordable prices ranging from Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington DC, or New Orleans. Go to the website because there is a lot of information.
-Jasso asks about the community service reflection class, isn’t that like the center of community service learning? Instead will it be students? 
- Arce states it will probably be like that.

G. Administrative Representative Champawat, Geller, Lazarovici, Nelson, Zimmerman
-Geller states the system wide harassment policy is up for comment, and she believes that close to the end of this quarter there will be a draft revision to the system wide student conduct codes for compliance with the language about sexual harassment.
-Joanino states they are a positive step in the right direction.

-Lazarovici states she was signed up to give a workshop at SOCC but nobody came. That’s okay, because their time slot got moved around but the moral of the story is that self-care and personal ecology might not be attractive to people in the 20s. She passes around the workbook and encourages councilmembers to have a venue for this workshop.
-Joanino states he will be contacting her for his staff meetings.

-Zimmerman states that the three funding helpers that will essentially have office hours one hour a week. During that slot they will be assisting with student groups and student officers. There is a lot of assistance with receiving funds, but they want to fill out the gap on how to access them. They will email all the groups that have received USAC funds, and she will be sending out their office hours. She hands out volunteer discount forms for winter quarter. She says not to fill in the gray area.
-Singh asks if she is coordinating parking permits
-Joanino says he is.
-Jasso states in regards to the funding advocates it’s Monday 1-2, Tuesday 1-2, and Wednesday 2-4 in Kerkhoff 300B.
-Jasso states she will send out an email reiterating this information.

VIII. Fund Allocations
A. Contingency Programming
-Trumble moves to approve. Ramalho seconds.
-$2,117 was recommended. $39,309.64 is left in contingency.
-Oved moves to approve. Ramalho seconds.
11-0-1 contingency is approved.

IX. Old Business

X. New Business
A. Timeline for Surplus Requests
-Jasso states she has been getting a lot of emails in regards to capital contingency, which is completely dependent on surplus. It cannot be opened until Council does their second ask. Last year they had an endowment, and this year she was wondering if as a council they could set a deadline or date preferably before the quarter ends for council members to have their
ask done for surplus especially since surplus numbers are out right now. That way, she can open that fund first week of winter quarter.

- Trumble states she has no problems with setting a deadline, she thinks it’s a great idea and has no issue with the proposal.

- Jasso wants to know what they are going to ask for by the end of this quarter, so by the first week of winter they can send email blasts.

- Oved says there’s 152,000 left and asks for the formula.

- Jasso states 45% to BOD programming, 43% to contingency and 20% to capital contingency. She is happy that last year council spent surplus.

- Oved clarifies does she need proposals to be ready?

- Jasso states that they will set an account set aside for general surplus and will go into contingency and BOD accounts and it will be good to know.

- Joanino asks if there is a goal for capital contingency to open.

- Jasso states week 1 by winter quarter.

- Joanino asks how much was used last year.

- Jasso answers only $6,000. She states some of capital was transferred to regular contingency programming.

- Zimmerman clarifies that council must vote on final surplus number, and then once they have that it will go into the equation.

- Champawat states that to prevent surplus from ballooning is to get the number to the table during Fall quarter.

- Jasso states in terms of surplus presentations, people did special presentations or you can do new business items. She encourages them to present preferably a powerpoint and description of program and potentially estimates to have guidelines.

- Badalich asks if it’s just for events or initiatives.

- Jasso states anything, it’s unrestricted money.

- Champawat states events are not ideal for surplus money, because they want objectivity. They don’t want to circumvent control magnets. Ideally it’s things for long term such as Night Powell.

- Jasso states CARE received discretionary.

- Joanino encourages everyone to consult with others such as himself or Geller when looking for potential requests for looking at other sources of funding. There are a lot of sources of funding such as the chancellor or SFAC to exhaust our resources before we move to surplus. From a logistics standpoint, do you want to do it the same way we did BruinBash and SOCC where you see special presentations and then vote for new business?

- Badalich states during new business.

- Champawat states that it helps prioritize to hear all the things that are out there to make choices.

- Oved asks Trumble to forward the powerpoint from JazzReggae since it was really great.

- Jasso states that one of the scary things about surplus is that there is a whole section of bylaws on how to review programming events. To her it’s always been a chip on her shoulder since there are so many student groups with applications and council can come in with just “I need this money.” That to her is very unfair inherently. If Trumble can send out her example that should be great. There should be a consideration for guidelines on how presentations should be structures. She states everyone will make tough choices, and sometimes you may not be able to fund everything because there are alternate resources or won’t be valuable in the long-run.

- Badalich asks if they are giving all the presentations the same time, or if there is a deadline.

- Jasso states ideally it should be the same time.
Zimmerman states that if they decide to do the proposals within two weeks, and then hold off on voting after and can give a quick refresher synopsis.

Champawat reiterates that a lot of the structural issue of the growing surplus will become a problem will rectify systematically over a few council terms and put in a place to stabilize finances and lead to less surplus. Moving forward, there should be less surplus choices if there is stable mechanisms to find money back into programming.

Trumble states that she would feel most comfortable if everybody presented and voted on the same day. She is comfortable doing week 9 or week 10.

Joanino states that he agrees to have it the same day.

Jasso asks if there will be a meeting Finals Week.

Kim states she would prefer to get more time, because a lot of councilmembers are unsure if surplus is the right fund, but she is gunning for 10th week or 11th week.

Hall seconds that it should be all at the same time, and formally saying 10th week. For 10th week, there is an option of tabling it.

Joanino states that 10th week is the time to present surplus presentations.

Rogers asks if first week of winter quarter would be the appropriate time for better accessibility to students.

Jasso states she would move it to third or fourth week winter quarter, but at that point it is such a short period of time to apply for capital. It’s all up to council, she would prefer week one but if they need more time she is open.

Joanino asks if it happens week 1 winter quarter, Jasso will open it up week 3?

Hall asks for her preference.

Jasso states her preference is this quarter.

Jasso says he sees Jasso’s point to open it up on a timely manner, but he thinks winter would be best for special presentations.

Jasso says she knows that some asks will be a large amount of money, and will expose the biggest flaw of the funding structure that there are three funds pegged to surplus. She really wants this time because after the vote she is unsure of how much money would be left after capital. That is why she wants to open this conversation now. She wants to know for contingency programming as a whole if they are going to get $20,000 or $30,000.

Hall asks if they can set the deadline of 10th week to give the presentations, and if we have to revisit it 10th week then we can extend it, so we can respect Jasso’s recommendations.

Joanino asks if they can set aside money for capital.

Jasso states ideally even $5,000 would be okay, and to her she wants to know how allocations will be playing themselves out. It’s so hard with contingency because it’s a gift but it’s actually a burden since we have to prediction.

Joanino asks if Jasso will feel comfortable to set aside $5,000 to $6,000 for capital.

Oved foresees that they might want to table to winter quarter if everyone presents during Week 10.

Jasso asks Trumble if it affects her special presentation coming next year.

Trumble states it has some effect but it’s not totally crippling, and as long as she can have a conversation with Roy and Patty then it will be okay. If week 1 is the week we need to do it, then that’s fine.

Rogers states her office gives textbook scholarship and people buy their textbooks week 0 or week 1 so doing it by week 10 would be nice.

Jasso clarifies that week 10 deadline potentially moved to week 1 deadline if council wants to think about the proposal more.
Oved wants to set aside enough funding for capital contingency and then moving the deadline to week 1 and does not want to bring a less than acceptable proposal without estimates.

Haws is concerned what is the tipping factors and needing to wait first week winter quarter, and it feels very rushed and set it aside and establish that it will wait for winter quarter because he will prefer that.

Trumble’s only caveat is that they cannot wait past week 1 winter quarter.

Joanino states they will safeguard capital contingency and they will set a deadline next week for when the presentations will come. He thinks they should have proposals ready the Thursday or Friday before school.

Jasso’s only concern is that we need to have our campus community aware of proposals and get them aware, but if they are not even bringing out their own proposal during week one and not informing the campus to a certain degree, she will consider postponing to week 2 to be considerate to the campus.

Joanino states that its a good point and its unfortunate how the timeline is, and they don't want to delay the program.

Hall states that if we set a week 10 tentative deadline that is 2 weeks from now and enough time to consult whoever you need to for the best plan and get quotes, and if it comes to maybe the next week then as a council we can postpone. She really agrees with Cynthia saying, that at least if there is something out there 10th week then people can gauge it. We should at least put things out there.

Rogers states as far as textbook scholarship she wants to be able to give funds by first week. They have $6,000 from last year and want to allocate 50 textbook scholarships for a total of $10,000. With what she has she can allocate 34.

Joanino states it’s an equity issue.

Hall is asking if textbook scholarship would be from surplus.

Rogers states yes and the scholarship resource center is coming out.

Ramalho agrees with Hall’s week 10 deadline.

Joanino clarifies that they want to safeguard contingency and there are concerns that week 10 may be too soon for well developed proposals, however they are okay with voting during week 1 for surplus requests.

Badalich states that the people concerned are Oved, Haws, and Kim and Badalich, Ramalho, Hall, and Trumble could do week 10. Just so we have a sort of consensus.

Joanino asks what Hadjiminaoukian thinks.

Hadjiminaoukian states that two weeks is a little too short, but then again he sees the point of students not knowing. He also sees the perspective of problems with what Rogers is saying about time sensitive deadlines. He is very in the middle and will probably vote for week one.

Kim states the big issues that they feel underprepared and they all want to present at the same time to make it fair, but she doesn’t mind if they kept it open for presentations for week 10 and week 1. She understands the idea of fairness because some go first and who knows how much will take out of surplus. For people that may need to be prepared, this is a risk that they have to take if something is incredibly time sensitive. She would prefer first week.

Singh favors a tentative 10 week.

Haws favors first week.

Joanino states that presentations come 10th week and vote 1st week, and there needs to be a clarification if they will still allow presentations to come first week.

Hall states that it depends on when we vote.

Champawat states that there is not that much money, and a lot of this culture this need for comprehensive mechanisms needs to be pegged down.
-Trumble likes the idea of making a presentation when you’re ready, she doesn’t want people to worry about saving money not knowing what will come next.
- Jasso states something to consider and wishes these ideas would be more developed and encourages council to put them in their transition binders to flesh out these ideas. She hates that it is sort of a silent punishment for those who have been preparing and whose needs are very urgent.
-Nelson states that what about students presenting proposals, when is the best time for them to present a decent proposal? It’s not just your schedule, think about all the other students. He asks what the fairest way to do this is.
-Joanino states this points to the issue and must be considerate that students have to develop proposals but meeting the need for a timely manner.
-Badalich asks if Rogers can present week 10 since hers is the most urgent.
- Jasso states they can do discretionary for Rogers to safeguard Rogers and move it to week 1.
- Trumble is wondering if Rogers is planning to come for Spring.
- Rogers states ideally they want to give out 100, and 50 scholarships at the least for winter quarter.
- Zimmerman states that once surplus is closed, you cannot come back to it. So you have to think ahead for both quarters.
- Rogers asks if she can ask for discretionary for winter quarter, and for surplus for week 1 and get it for spring.
- Oved states he really likes Jasso’s proposal and gives time to publicize the fact to bring the proposals to week one.
- Joanino states that Rogers will bring a request to safeguard and so will Oved. Week 1 there will be presentations and votes.

B. Vice Chair for Funding Study Group
- Jasso states Haws, Oved, and herself are eligible for being vice chairs for the funding study groups. She asks if they two want to be vice chair, it would be a good opportunity for a councilmember to be in that position.
- Joanino states he has no preference, it’s up to that. There must be an election in the council.
- Haws wants to hear about the time commitment.
- Jasso states once a quarter, and they book room and send out agendas.
- Oved states he went to the meeting last night and he does have an interest for Vice Chair for Funding Study Group.
- Haws states if Oved is interested he is fine with him doing it.
- Zimmerman states she is part of the funding study group, and if they are a vice chair and they do pick the meeting times to pick a reasonable time that everyone can make it.
- Hall asks if Oved has the capacity to do it.
- Oved states his internship ends January this quarter and he can have meetings through the day.
- Joanino states if no one else wants to do this position then Oved can do it.
- Jasso explains the President chooses and then its consent.

XI. Announcements
- Rogers state there is a financial literacy workshop right now and an entrepreneurship panel November 25th.
-Jasso states that the funding applicants are available, and an all USAC funding workshop was today. She states that audits are due Friday of Finals Week if they applied to contingency.
- Hall states that the EVP office is coprogramming with CAC for the Word on Wednesday to talk about the prison-industrial complex and incarceration on how it affects youth. Formerly incarcerated youth will be coming out.
- Trumble states that the Critical Perspectives of Miley Cyrus is right now, but it is live streamed right now on the CAC website.
- Badalich states that November 21st there will be a mashed potato eating contest 11-2pm right outside of SAC on the picnic tables talking about carboloading and training plans to burn it off. Second, there is a stressless fair from 11-2pm with AAC and CAPS with blue books, free food, and cornerstone bakery. This Friday Total Wellness magazine will be coming out and can be found all around campus. World AIDS day is next Monday from 11am-2pm and the HIV testing van will be right outside. The gender health fair is next tuesday from 11am-2pm with Planned Parenthood, CARE SOS, and AIDS Awareness.
- UCLA and USC Get the Red Out blood drive is November 26 in the blood and platelet center to give blood. Tomorrow, E3 is having their farmers markets. Lastly, CPR and First Aid every week for $10.
- Zimmerman states that Wednesday of 10th week ASUCLA will have 24 hour study in the union and Sunday through Finals Week. They will provide free coffee and will do fun activities on opening days. There is also a van service that will drive students home, thanks to CSC. They will drive to reshalls and close apartments individually to their homes.
- Kim states that CEC is screening tomorrow and reservation are on eventbrite.
- Singh states that this Thursday the Great American Smoke Out with Diddy Riese cookies and flyers to encourage stop smoking tobacco. They are working with SWC for the stressless fair. He is also meeting with some people from OCHC to work on dates for council meeting on the Hill to cater to a different contingency. Singh states there were over 100 submissions and 92 that got approved, and the final 20 designs can be voted online. There has been close to 2000 votes so far and are trying to hit 15-20% of the population.
- Badalich asks if they contacted Health Campus Initiative to get free nicotine packs.
- Singh states yes.
- Joanino says he will be sending out parking permit emails and encourages everyone to attend the benefit concert.

XII. Signing of the Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet was passed around.

XIII. Adjournment
-Badalich moves to adjourn. Arce seconds.
Meeting adjourned 8:47pm.

XIV. Good and Welfare